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eDOCMobile Remote Deposit Capability 
Application Programming Interface 

  
This document describes the Application Program Interface (API) for the eDOCMobile 
Remote Deposit Capability (RDC) product.  The interface is an adaptation of the 
Representational State Transfer (REST) type.  The API provides access to resources 
(data entities) via URI paths. To use API resources, a client application will make an 
HTTPS request and process the response. The request and response data are in JSON 
format.  Some calls require the inclusion of files in the HTTPS request using HTTP file 
transfer, or may return them in the response using file streaming. Calls without files use 
MIME format “application/JSON”.   
 
In this implementation of a RESTful interface, a key data field, “action”, is used to 
expand on the standard METHOD types.  Since not all systems support all methods in a 
traditional RESTful interface, the eDOC Innovations implementation uses only the GET 
and POST methods, although the DELETE action is also supported.  The “action” 
parameter passed in the JSON further defines the action to be taken for the endpoint. 
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Resources 
  

/CUSTOMERS 
The customers resource stores and retrieves customer data.  This data is stored in the 
Customers, Mobile_Customers, and ChkAcct SQL tables. 

 

End Point: 

/CUSTOMERS/ 

 

Methods: 

GET – Get a list of accounts (GETMOBILEACCOUNTLIST action) 
POST – performs various functions dependent on the value of “action” 
 

Actions:  

Supported Actions: GETRDCSTATUS, GETSUBACCOUNTS, GETRDCUSERDATA, 
GETRDCACCOUNTS  
 

GETRDCSTATUS 

  
The GETRDCSTATUS action returns the RDC enrollment/activation status of the 
specified account.  The possible returned statuses are as follows: 

• “Active” – The account has been accepted for mobile deposits. 
• “Pending” –  The account is still under review. 
• “Inactive” -  The account has been accepted for mobile review, but is now 

inactive.  The customer will need to contact the financial institution for more 
information. 

• “Rejected” -  The account was rejected for mobile deposits. 
 

JSON parameters for GETRDCSTATUS requests are listed below.  
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Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETRDCSTATUS 
controlid  The institution identifier. 
account The customer account number. 

startsession An encrypted handoff string used to start a session.  See Details 
below. 

 The parameters below are optional and can be used to update 
the customer account data. 

firstname First name of the customer. 
lastname Last name of the customer. 
email Email address used for customer notifications. 
address The street address of the customer. 
address2 The second line of the street address. 
city Address city. 
state Address state. 
zip Address 5-digit zip code. 
plus4 Address zip code 4-digit extension. 
mobilenumber Telephone number for notifications. 
mobilecarrier Mobile phone service provider. 

subaccounts 
An array of values separated by semicolons, including the 
following in the specified order: subaccount, subacctname, 
suffix, ismobile, ismobiledefault, subaccttype. Each row of the 
array is enclosed in double quotes and separated by a comma. 

  
  
Use of the “startsession” Variable 
 
The “startsession” variable can be used in an initial request where no active session 
exists.  The value of this variable is an encrypted handoff string which includes a 
TIMESTAMP value and an ACCOUNT value.  See Appendix A for details on creating an 
encrypted handoff string.  If the handoff string is authenticated successfully, a new 
session will be started and the ACCOUNT value will be set as the account for the 
request, as if it had been passed in the JSON.  If the CreateUnknownAccount 
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parameter is set in the RAP RDI.ini file, and the account does not exist, it will be created 
and populated with the information included in the optional account parameters for first 
name, last name, email, address, message phone, message service, and sub-account 
data.  
 
Sample Requests: 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/CUSTOMERS/ 
 
JSON: 
(For an existing account, using an active session) 
{“action”:”GETRDCSTATUS”,"controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
"account":"2020-0-0”} 
 
(As an initial request where no session is active, and the account does not yet 
exist) 
{“action”:”GETRDCSTATUS”,"controlid":"CUA123", 
“startsession”:”ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF0123456789”, 
"lastname":"Does", 
"firstname":"John", 
"email":"jdoes@mymail.com", 
"address":"123 Easy Way", 
"address2":"Apartment 29C", 
"city":"Midway", 
"state":"UT", 
"zip":"84049", 
"plus4":"6835", 
"mobilenumber":"800 555-1212", 
"mobilecarrier":"Verizon", 
"subaccounts":[ 
"1000202000;Standard Checking;M1;true;true;Checking", 
"2000202000;Gold Club Checking;M2;true;false;Checking"]} 

 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

status The RDC enrollment/activation status of the account. 
error The text of the error message. Only returned if result is false. 

mailto:jdoes@mymail.com
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session 
The session id if a new session was created.  A 32 hex 
character string, which must be passed in the headers of any 
requests to other resources in the eDOCSignature system. 

  
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":”true”, "status":“active"} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":”false”,"error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 

GETSUBACCOUNTS 

  
The GETSUBACCOUNTS action returns a list of sub-accounts for a given customer 
account.  JSON parameters for GETSUBACCOUNTS requests are listed below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETSUBACCOUNTS 
controlid  The institution identifier.   
account Account of the customer. 
  
  
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/CUSTOMERS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETSUBACCOUNTS”, "controlid":"CUA123","account":"2020-0-0”} 

  
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
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result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 

subaccounts 

An array of sub-account data, including suffix, chkacct 
(deposit sub-account number), chkacctname (deposit sub-
account name), ismobile (an account that can receive mobile 
deposits), ismobiledefault (set to “true” if the account is the 
default mobile deposit account), and accttype (Checking or 
Savings). 

error Error message text, only included if result was false. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true, 
"subaccounts":[ 
{"suffix":"9","chkacct":"1000202000","chkacctname":"Main Checking", 
"ismobile":false,"ismobiledefault":false,"accttype":"Checking"},    
{"suffix":"7","chkacct":"2000202000","chkacctname":"Gold Club Checking", 
"ismobile":false,"ismobiledefault":false,"accttype":"Checking"}, 
{"suffix":"0","chkacct":"202000","chkacctname":"Savings", 
"ismobile":false,"ismobiledefault":false,"accttype":"Savings"}]} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":”false”, "error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 

GETRDCCUSTOMERDATA 

The GETRDCCUSTOMERDATA action returns data from the mobile customer and 
customers tables. JSON parameters for GETRDCCUSTOMERDATA requests are listed 
below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETRDCCUSTOMERDATA 
controlid  The institution identifier.   
account Account of the customer. 
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Sample Requests: 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/CUSTOMERS/ 
 
JSON: 
{“action”:”GETRDCCUSTOMERDATA”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
"account":"2020”} 
  

 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
firstname The first name of the customer. 
lastname The last name of the customer. 

email The email address of the customer to be used for 
notifications. 

mobilenumber The phone number of the customer to be used for 
notifications. 

mobilecarrier The mobile service provider, i.e., Verizon, Sprint or “Other”. 
This determines how a text notification is sent. 

error Error message text, only returned if result was false. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,"firstname":"John", "lastname":"Does", 
"email":"jdoes@coldmail.com","mobilenumber":"555 555-5555", 
"mobilecarrier":"Verizon"} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":”false”, "errormessage":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 

 
 

GETRDCACCOUNTS 
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The GETRDCACCOUNTS action returns a list of accounts based on the account number 
of the client.  JSON parameters for GETRDCACCOUNTS requests are listed below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

action GETRDCACCOUNTS 
session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier.   
account Account of the customer. 
  
  
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/CUSTOMERS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETRDCACCOUNTS”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
"account":"2020-0-0”} 

  
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

Result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

rdcaccounts 

An array of remote deposit account data, including suffix, 
chkacct (deposit sub-account number), chkacctname (deposit 
sub-account name), ismobiledefault (set to “true” if the 
account is the default mobile deposit account), and accttype 
(Checking or Savings). 

error The text of the error message. 
  

 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
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{"result":true, 
"rdcaccounts":[{"suffix":"9","chkacct":"1000202000","chkacctname":"Main 
Checking","ismobiledefault":true,"accttype":"Checking"},       
{"suffix":"7","chkacct":"2000202000","chkacctname":"Gold Club 
Checking","ismobiledefault":false,"accttype":"Checking"}]} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":”false”, "error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
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/DEPOSITS 
The DEPOSITS resource receives check item deposits made from mobile devices.  A 
deposit is created by passing the front and back image of the check to be deposited 
along with the account number of the member, the sub-account for deposit, the 
declared amount of the check, and an optional memo field.  Once the images and data 
are received, the images are passed to Cachet Web Services for initial image 
processing.  The processed images are then received back from Cachet with associated 
meta-data.  This information is inserted into the database and business rules are 
applied to the item, which includes the following: 
 

• Maximum amount per deposit 
• Maximum total amount per day 
• Maximum items per day 
• Maximum total within a 30-day window 
• Duplicate check detection 
• CAR amount comparison to declared value 

Based on the results of the business rules processing, the image is either marked as 
“Accepted”, “Rejected”, or “In Review”. 
 

End Points: 

/DEPOSITS/  

Supported Methods: 
  
POST – Supported actions include SAVEDEPOSIT, GETDEPOSIT, and   
              GETDEPOSITLIST 
GET – Returns a list of deposits (GETDEPOSITLIST action) 
 

Actions:  

GETDEPOSITLIST 

The GETDEPOSITLIST action returns a list of deposits for the specified account.  JSON 
parameters for GETDEPOSITLIST requests are listed below.  Control ID and Account 
parameters are required.  Deposit account (depaccount), start date (fromdate), and end 
date (todate) are optional, and if included, will be used to limit the resulting list of items 
to a selected date range.  If no optional parameters are used, the system will limit the 
result list to the last X items, where X is specified in the configuration settings for the 
control ID ([RDC-<ControlID>] MaxDepositListItems).  
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Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETDEPOSITLIST 
controlid  The institution identifier. 
account Account of the customer. 

depaccount 
Deposit sub-account of the customer.  If this variable is passed, 
then the items only deposited in the specified sub-account will 
be returned.  (Optional) 

fromdate Starting date to start deposit list.  If this variable is passed, only 
items on or after this date will be displayed. (Optional) 

todate Ending date to end deposit list.  If this variable is passed, only 
items on or before this date will be displayed. (Optional) 

  
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/DEPOSITS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETDEPOSITLIST”, ”controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
"account":"2020-0-0”,”depaccount”:”1000202000”,  
"fromdate":"2016-01-15",”todate”:”2016-01-30”} 

  
  
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful, or “false” if unsuccessful. 
error Error message text, only returned if result was false. 

deposits 

An array of deposit records, including docid (Doc ID), 
createdon (Created On date), amount, serailno (item serial 
number), itemstatus (see Appendix B), depaccount (deposit 
sub-account), and depaccountname (Deposit sub-account 
name), depaccttype (deposit account type – Checking or 
Savings). 
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 Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,"deposits":[ 
{"docid":"0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF ", 
"createdon":"04/27/2016 39:23:57","amount":"2500","serialno":"1234", 
"itemstatus":"Rdy_Review","depaccount":"1000202000", 
"depaccountname":"Standard Checking","depaccttype":"Checking"} 
{"docid":"56789ABCDE 0789ABCDEF01123456234F ", 
"createdon":"04/27/2016 09:34:37","amount":"700","serialno":"4567", 
"itemstatus":"Rdy_Review","depaccount":"2000202400", 
"depaccountname":"Gold Club Checking","depaccttype":"Checking"}]} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":”false”, "error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
  
 
 

GETDEPOSIT 

 The GETDEPOSIT action returns the details of a single deposit item.  The Doc ID is 
used to identify the item.  JSON parameters for GETDEPOSIT requests include: 
 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETDEPOSIT 
controlid  The institution identifier. 
docid The Doc ID of the check item. 
  
  
 
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/DEPOSITS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETDEPOSIT”, "controlid":"CUA123",  
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"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
”docid”:”0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF”} 
 

  
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
error Error message text, only returned if result was false. 
docid Doc ID of the check item. 
createdon Created On date of the check item. 
amount Amount of the item, no decimal. 
serialno Item serial number. 
itemstatus Item status. (See Appendix B) 
depaccount Deposit sub-account for the item. 
depaccountname Name of the deposit sub-account. 
dapaccounttype Type of deposit account – Checking or Savings. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,"docid":"0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF ", 
"createdon":"04/27/2016 09:23:57","amount":"2500", 
"serialno":"1234","itemstatus":"Rdy_Review","depaccount":"1000202000", 
"depaccountname":"Standard Checking","depaccttype":"Checking"} 
  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":”false”, "error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 
  

SAVEDEPOSIT 

 
The SAVEDEPOSIT action creates a deposit item in the Hold_Check table and returns an 
initial status.  Items are then processed it so they can be transferred to a forward 
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collection file to be uploaded to the check clearing house. The front and back images of 
the item must be uploaded via HTTPS file upload during the request. JSON parameters 
for SAVEDEPOSIT requests can include: 
 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier. 
action SAVEDEPOSIT 

files 
An array of filenames of uploaded files. The entries in the 
array should be in the same order as the files that are 
uploaded. For this action, the first file should be the front 
image, and the second file should be the back image. 

account Account of the customer. 
depaccount Deposit sub-account the item will be deposited into. 
amount Declared amount of the deposit item. 
memo Customer annotation. (Optional) 

makechkacctdefault If set true, will make the deposit sub-account the default for 
future deposits. 

  
  
Sample Requests 
 

Front and back images must be uploaded with request, first image is front, second 
is back. 

 
 URI: 

…/REST/DEPOSITS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action":"SAVEDEPOSIT", 
"files":["A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291Front.png", 
"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291Back.png"], 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
"memo":"April Paycheck","amount":"90510", 
"depaccount":"1000202000","account":"2020-0-0", 
"host":"172.23.0.59","controlid":"Reed"} 
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Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
docid Doc ID of the check item. 

status 

One of the following results will be returned: 
• Accept 
• Reject 
• In Review 

error Error message text, only returned if result was false. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
 {"result":true,"status":"Accepted", 
"docid":"1234567890ABCDEF1234567890ABCDEF"} 

 
  

Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":”false”,"error":”Front image had black streaks. Please re-take front 
image”} 
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/RDC_ENROLLMENTS 
The RDC Enrollments resource stores and retrieves information on customer enrollment 
for RDC and includes data on current “in process” enrollments and historical 
enrollments records. 

 

End Point: 

/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/  

Supported Methods: 
  
GET – Get a list of enrollment requests (GETREQUESTLIST action) 
DELETE – Delete a specific enrollment request (DELETEREQUEST action) 
POST – Perform various functions dependent on the value set in “action” 
 

Actions:  

Supported Actions: CREATEREQUEST, UPDATEREQUEST, GETREQUESTLIST, 
GETREQUEST, DELETEREQUEST, GETHISTORYLIST, GETHISTORY 
 
 

CREATEREQUEST 

  
The CREATEREQUEST creates a new mobile enrollment record for a specified customer 
account.  If an enrollment request already exists for that account, an error is returned.  
JSON parameters for CREATEREQUEST are listed below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action CREATEREQUEST 
controlid  The institution identifier.  
account Account of the customer. 
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defaultdepaccount 
The sub-account number to be the default mobile deposit 
account. The sub-account must already exist in the ChkAcct 
table. This action will only update existing sub-accounts. 

depaccounts 
Sub-accounts to receive mobile deposits, separated by a semi-
colon. The sub-accounts must already exist in the ChkAcct 
table. This action will only update existing sub-accounts. 

lastname Last name of customer. 
firstname First name of customer. 
email Email address of customer to be used for notifications. 
address Address of customer. 
address2 Address line 2 of customer. (Optional) 
city City of customer. 
state State of customer. 
zip Zip code of customer. 
plus4 Plus 4 numbers of zip code. (Optional) 

mobilenumber The phone number of the customer to be used for 
notifications. 

mobilecarrier The mobile service provider, i.e., Verizon, Sprint or “Other”. 
This determines how a text notification is sent. 

  
  
Sample Requests 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action":"CREATEREQUEST","controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
"account":"2024-0-0","lastname":"Risk","firstname":"Roger", 
"email":"jdoes@yourmail.com","defaultdepaccount":"1000202000", 
"depaccounts":"1000202000; 2000202000", 
"address":"","address2":"","city":"","state":"","zip":"", 
"plus4":"","mobilenumber":"555 555-5555","mobilecarrier":"Sprint"} 

  
 

 
Response Parameters: 
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Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
requestid Record ID of the request that was created. 
error Error message text, only returned if result was false. 
  

 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":”true,"requestid":"873457348E2098CCD 9739FB34930485"} 

  
 

Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":”false","error":”Request already exists”} 

 
 

UPDATEREQUEST 

 The UPDATEREQUEST action updates the status of a current enrollment request record 
to either “Accepted” or “Rejected”.  If “Accepted”, the data from the request can also 
be used to update the Customers, Mobile_Customers, and ChkAcct tables.  The record 
is moved to the RDC Enrollments History table, where the action date/time and user 
performing the action are recorded.  The possible new statuses are as follows: 
 

• Active – The account has been accepted for mobile deposits 
• Rejected -  The account was rejected for mobile deposits.  A reject reason must 

be entered for this status. 
 

JSON parameters for UPDATEREQUEST requests are listed below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action UPDATEREQUEST 
controlid  The institution identifier.  
account Account of the customer. 
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requestid ID of the record being updated 
status The new status to be assigned the request. 
rejectreason Reason for rejecting the request. 
 The following parameters are optional and can be used to 

update RDC customer data. 
firstname First name of the customer. 
lastname Last name of the customer. 
email Email address used for customer notifications. 
address The street address of the customer. 
address2 The second line of the street address. 
city Address city. 
state Address state. 
zip Address 5-digit zip code. 
plus4 Address zip code 4-digit extension. 
mobilenumber Telephone number for notifications. 
mobilecarrier Mobile phone service provider. 

subaccounts 
An array of values separated by semicolons, including the 
following in the specified order: subaccount, subacctname, 
suffix, ismobile, ismobiledefault, subaccttype. Each row of the 
array is enclosed in double quotes and separated by a comma. 

  
  
Sample Requests 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action":"UPDATEREQUEST",        
"controlid":"CUA123", 
"requestid":"ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF0123456789", 
"account":"2020-0-0", 
"status":"Active", 
"rejectreason":"", 
"lastname":"Does", 
"firstname":"John", 
"email":"jdoes@mymail.com", 
"address":"123 Easy Way", 
"address2":"Apartment 29C", 

mailto:jdoes@mymail.com
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"city":"Midway", 
"state":"UT", 
"zip":"84049", 
"plus4":"6835", 
"mobilenumber":"555-1212", 
"mobilecarrier":"Verizon", 
"subaccounts":[ 
"1000202000;Standard Checking;M1;true;true;Checking", 
"2000202000;Gold Club Checking;M2;true;false;Checking"]} 

  
 
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
error Error message text, only returned if result was false. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":”true”} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":”false”,"error":” Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 

GETREQUESTLIST 

  
The GETREQUESTLIST obtains a list of enrollment requests to review.  JSON 
parameters for GETREQUESTLIST requests are listed below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETREQUESTLIST 
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controlid  The institution identifier. 

fromdate Beginning of date range in format mm/dd/yyyy Defaults to 
current date. 

todate End of date range in format mm/dd/yyyy. Defaults to 30 days 
prior to current date. 

  
  
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETREQUESTLIST”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
“fromdate”:”03/01/2016”,”todate”:”04/30/2016”} 

  
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

enrollmentrequests An array of mobile device numbers and accounts. 
error The text of the error message. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":”true”,“enrollmentrequests”:[ 
{“requestid”:”293865734930485739FB3498E2098CCD”,”account”:”2020-0-0”, 
“requestdate”:”04/30/2016 09:43:57”,“mobilenumber”:"8015551234", 
”defaultdepaccount”:"2000202000",”depaccounts”:”1000202000;2000202000”, 
“firstname”:”John”,”lastname”:”Does”,”email”:”jdoes@mymail.com”}, 
{“requestid”:”873457348E2098CCD 9739FB34930485”,”account”:”2024-0-0”, 
“requestdate”:”04/30/2016 10:35:24”,“mobilenumber”:"8015551265", 
”defaultdepaccount”:"2000202400",”depaccounts”:”1000202400;2000202400”, 
“firstname”:”Roger”,”lastname”:”Risk”,”email”:”rrisk@mymail.com”},] 
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Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":”false”,"error":” Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 

 

GETREQUEST 

  
The GETREQUEST obtains all the data for a single mobile device.  JSON parameters for 
GETREQUEST requests are listed below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETREQUEST 
controlid The institution identifier.  Required for all check deposits. 
requestid The 32 hex character ID of the enrollment request. 
  
  
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETREQUEST”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
“requestid”:”293865734930485739FB3498E2098CCD”} 

  
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
requestid The 32 hex character enrollment request ID. 
account Account of the customer. 
lastname Last name of customer. 
firstname First name of customer. 
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email Email address of customer used for notifications. 
address Address of customer. 
address2 Address line 2 of customer. (Optional) 
City City of customer. 
State State of customer. 
Zip Zip code of customer. 
plus4 Plus 4 numbers of zip code. (Optional) 
mobilenumber Phone number for text notifications. 
mobilecarrier Mobile service provider – used for text notifications. 

subaccounts 
An array of named values for each sub-account for the given 
base account, including subaccount, subacctname, suffix, 
ismobile, ismobiledefault, and subaccttype. 

error The text of the error message. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,"requestid":"ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF0123456789", 
"requestdate":"05/16/2016","account":"2020-0-0","lastname":"Does", 
"firstname":"John","email":"jdoes@mymail.com","address":"123 Easy Way", 
"address2":"Apartment 29C","city":"Midway","state":"UT","zip":"84049", 
"plus4":"6835","mobilenumber":"555-1212","mobilecarrier":"Verizon", 
"subaccounts":[ 
{ "subaccount":"1000202000","subacctname":"Standard Checking", "suffix":"M1", 
"ismobile":true, "ismobiledefault":true, "subaccttype":"Checking"}, 
{ "subaccount":"2000202000","subacctname":"Gold Club Checking", 
"suffix":"M2", "ismobile":true, "ismobiledefault":false,"subaccttype":"Checking"} 
]} 

 
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":”false”,"error” Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 

DELETEREQUEST 

  
The DELETEREQUEST deletes a current mobile enrollment request from the database.  
If the request does not exist, an error is returned.  JSON parameters for DELETEQUEST 
requests are listed below.  

mailto:jdoes@mymail.com
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Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action DELETEREQUEST 
controlid  The institution identifier. 
requestID The 32 hex character request ID. 
  
  
Sample Requests 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”DELETEREQUEST”,"controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
”requestid”:”448359D3CC84769F3CC84900768359D3”} 

  
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

Result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful 

error The text of the error message. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 

 
Sample successful response JSON: 

{"result":”true”, "session":"75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3"} 
  

Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":”false", "error":”Request ID not found”} 
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GETRDCHISTORYLIST 

  
The GETRDCHISTORYLIST returns a list of enrollment requests records from the 
RDCEnrollHistory table.  JSON parameters for GETRDCHISTORYLIST requests are listed 
below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETRDCHISTORYLIST 
controlid  The institution identifier. 

fromdate Beginning of date range in format mm/dd/yyyy Defaults to 
current date. 

todate End of date range in format mm/dd/yyyy. Defaults to 30 days 
prior to current date. 

  
  
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETRDCHISTORYLIST”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
 “fromdate”:”03/01/2016”,”todate”:”04/30/2016”} 

  
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
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result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

enrollmenthistory 

An array of RDC enrollment request records from the 
RDCEnrollHistory table, including requestid, account, 
requestdate, mobilenumber, defaultdepaccount, depaccounts, 
firstname, lastname, email, rejectreason, actiondate, and 
actionby. 

error The text of the error message. 
  

 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":”true”,“enrollmentrequests”:[ 
{“requestid”:”293865734930485739FB3498E2098CCD”,”account”:”2020-0-0”, 
“requestdate”:”04/30/2016 09:43:57”,“mobilenumber”:"8015551234", 
”defaultdepaccount”:"2000202000",”depaccounts”:”1000202000;2000202000”, 
“firstname”:”John”,”lastname”:”Does”,”email”:”jdoes@mymail.com”, 
”status”:”Rejected”,”rejectreason”,”Green stuff in their teeth”, 
”actiondate”:”04/30/2016 09:46:41”,”actionby”:”JOEUSER”}, 
{“requestid”:”873457348E2098CCD 9739FB34930485”,”account”:”2024-0-0”, 
“requestdate”:”04/30/2016 10:35:24”,“mobilenumber”:"8015551265", 
”defaultdepaccount”:"2000202400",”depaccounts”:”1000202400;2000202400”, 
“firstname”:”Roger”,”lastname”:”Risk”,”email”:rrisk@mymail.com“,”status”:”Active”, 
”rejectreason”:””,” actiondate”:”04/30/2016 09:45:51”,”actionby”:”JOEUSER”}] 
 
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":”false”,"error":” Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 

GETRDCHISTORY 

  
The GETRDCHISTORY obtains all the data for a single mobile device.  JSON parameters 
for GETRDCHISTORY requests are listed below.  
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
action GETRDCHISTORY 
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controlid The institution identifier.  Required for all check deposits. 
requestid The 32 hex character ID of the enrollment request. 
  
  
Sample Requests: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/RDC_ENROLLMENTS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"action”:”GETRDCHISTORY”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"session":"A7A72C3834B74E62A700276608BDC291", 
 “requestid”:”293865734930485739FB3498E2098CCD”} 

  
 

Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
requestid The 32 hex character enrollment request ID. 
requestdate Date/time of the request in format mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss. 
account Account of the customer. 
lastname Last name of customer. 
firstname First name of customer. 
email Email address of customer used for notifications. 

defaultdepaccount The sub-account number to be the default mobile deposit 
account. 

depaccounts Sub-accounts to receive mobile deposits, separated by a semi-
colon. 

address Address of customer. 
address2 Address line 2 of customer. (Optional) 
city City of customer. 
state State of customer. 
zip Zip code of customer. 
plus4 Plus 4 numbers of zip code. (Optional) 
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mobilenumber Phone number for text notifications. 
mobilecarrier Mobile service provider – used for text notifications. 
status The status (Rejected or Active). 
actiondate The date/time of the action in format mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss. 
actionby The name of the user who processed the request. 
error Error message text, only returned if result is false. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":”true”,“requestid”:”293865734930485739FB3498E2098CCD”, 
”account”:”2020-0-0”,“requestdate”:”04/30/2016 09:43:57”, 
“mobilenumber”:"8015551234",”defaultdepaccount”:"2000202000", 
”depaccounts”:”1000202000;2000202000”,“firstname”:”John”, 
”lastname”:”Does”,”email”:”jdoes@mymail.com”,”status”:”Rejected”, 
”rejectreason”,”Green stuff in their teeth”, 
”actiondate”:”04/30/2016 09:46:41”,”actionby”:”JOEUSER”}, 
 
 
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":”false”,"error":” Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
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/SESSIONS 
The SESSIONS resource manages sessions controlling access to all API resources.  A 
session is created by manual login or through a secure handoff.  Logins can be of two 
basic types: one for institution employees (“Users”), and the other for customers of the 
institution (“Customers”).  There are several types of secure handoffs to provide single 
sign-on (SSO) capability from third party applications, and for communication and 
transfer between different components of the eDOC system.  Once a session is created, 
its ID is always passed in the JSON of subsequent requests. 

End Points:  

/SESSIONS/  

Supported Methods: GET, POST 

/SESSIONS/{logintype} 

Supported Methods: POST 

/SESSIONS/{session} 

Supported Methods: GET 
 

Methods and Actions: 

[POST] 

  
The POST method creates a session by login or secure handoff.  If the login type is not 
specified in the URI, it will be read from the JSON data.  JSON parameters for POST 
requests can include: 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

logintype 
  

Determines the type of login or secure handoff to be executed.  
Supported login types include user, customer, enroll, info, SOS, 
RemDep, update, caller, handoff, eDOCSig, XChange Client, and 
Active Directory.  If no logintype is passed, the defaults type is 
“user”. 
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controlid  

The institution identifier.  Required for all customer login types 
(customer, enroll, update, caller, info, SOS, and RemDep) and 
eDOCSignature handoffs.  Can also be passed in User and 
system handoffs. 

handoff Encrypted handoff string.  See appendix on “Building Encrypted 
Handoff Strings”. 

user The user name for user logins or the account number for 
customer logins. 

password The password for the user logins or PIN/password for customer 
logins. 

passwordhash 
The SHA1 hash of the user password or customer 
PIN/password, which may be sent in place of the “password” 
variable. 

host The client host IP address, required for all requests. 

edocsig 
Encrypted handoff string from ProDOC for eDOCSignature 
features.  If found, the “logintype” will be automatically set to 
eDOCSig and the “handoff” variable will be assigned this value. 

roleidlist A list of security group names for which the user is a member, 
delimited by CR/LF.  Used in Active Directory handoffs. 

  
 
  
Sample Requests 

• User Login: 
   
URI: 
…/REST/SESSIONS/ 
 
JSON:  
{"logintype":"user","user":"jdoes", 
"passwordhash":"0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF ","host":"127.0.0.1"} 

 
  

• Customer Login: 
   
 URI: 

…/REST/SESSIONS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"logintype":"customer","user":"2020-0-0,  
"passwordhash":"0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF", 
"host":"127.0.0.1","controlid":"CUA123"} 
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Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result 
Set to “true” if the login or handoff was successful.  Will be 
set to “false” if the login or handoff was not successful or an 
error occurred. 

error The text of the error message.  Will only be returned if result 
is false. 

session  
The ID of the session created through the login or secure 
handoff.  A 32 hex character string, which must be passed in 
the headers of any requests to other resources in the 
eDOCSignature system. 

warningmessage This variable is blank unless the user password is nearing 
expiration (Example: "Your password will expire in 3 days"). 

forcechange Set to “true” or “false”. If true, the user should be forced to 
change their password in the eDOC system. 

controlids A list of Control IDs in which the user has at least one 
permission. 

permissions 
A list of permissions the user has in the current 
ControlID.  Permissions are encapsulated in double quotes 
and separated by commas. 

sessionlife The number of minutes the session will be allowed to continue 
without further requests. 

  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample authenticated user login response JSON: 
{"result":true,"username":"JDOES","email":"jdoes@edoclogic.com","session":"ABC
DEF1234567890ABCDEF1234567890","sessionlife":15,"warningmessage":"","forc
echange":false,"controlids":["Reed"],"permissions":["Change Own 
Password","CheckLogic Scan Items","CheckLogic View Reports","COLD Add 
note","COLD View Reports","View Statements"]} 

  
Sample rejected authentication JSON: 

{"result":false,”error”:”Invalid password”} 
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[GET] 

  
The GET method validates a session.  If the Session ID must be included, either in the 
URI or in the JSON. The JSON data can contain the following variables: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the session being 
authenticated. 

host Client host IP address.  Required for all requests. 
  
  
Sample Requests: 
  

METHOD: POST 
 
URI:  
https://eDSserver/ISAPI/RIP.dll/Rest/SESSIONS/ 
 
JSON: 
{"session":"75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3","host":"127.0.0.1"} 
  

 
METHOD: GET 
 
 
URI: 
https://eDSserver/ISAPI/RIP.dll/Rest/SESSIONS/75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961
E228A3?host=127.0.0.1 

  
  
The following JSON variables will be returned: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result 
Will be set to “true” if the session was valid and not 
expired.  Will be set to “false” if the session was invalid, 
expired, or an error occurred. 

error Error message text, only returned if result is false. 
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session The 32-character hex ID of the current active session. 

permissions 
An array of permissions the user has in the current 
ControlID. Permissions are enclosed in double quotes and 
separated by commas.  Only included for user sessions. 

account The customer account number for the session.  Only 
included for customer sessions. 

sessionlife Number of minutes this session will be allowed to 
continue without further requests. 

  
 
Sample Responses: 
   

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,"session":"11DD991FFC7B43B9BB7E47D7752E4585", 
"account":"2020-0-0","sessionlife":15} 

 
 

Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":false,"error":"Session expired.”} 
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/SETTINGS 
The Settings resource manages settings for various functions.   

End Points: 

/SETTINGS/BUSINESSRULES/  

Based on the account number of the client, specific business rules settings can be 
obtained and/or saved.  The following are the list of those settings: 
 

• Maximum amount per deposit 
• Maximum total amount per day 
• Maximum total items per day 
• Maximum total within a 30-Day window 
• Is an Active User 
• Is a Premium Account 
• Needs Manual Review 

 
 

Supported Methods: 
  
POST – Saves the clients account data (UPDATEACCOUNTDATA action) 
GET – Retrieves the clients account data (GETACCOUNTDATA action) 
GET – Get a list of accounts (GETMOBILEACCOUNTLIST action) 
 

Actions:  

Supported Actions: UPDATEACCOUNTDATA, GETACCOUNTDATA, 
GETMOBILEACCOUNTLIST  
 
 

UPDATEACCOUNTDATA 

  
The UPDATEACCOUNTDATA action will save the specific account settings.  JSON 
parameters for UPDATEACCOUNTDATA requests include: 
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Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

action UPDATEACCOUNTDATA 

session The 32 hex character ID of the session being 
authenticated. 

controlid  The institution identifier.  Required for all check deposits. 
account Account of the customer. 
maxamountperdeposit The maximum amount per deposit. 
maxtotalamountperday The maximum total amount in any given day. 
maxtotalitemsperday The maximum total items in a given day. 
maxtotal30dayperiod The maximum total amount in a 30 period. 
activeuser This is an active user, so they can accept deposits. 

premiumaccount This is a premium account, so the certain checks are not 
processed. 

needsmanualreview Needs manual review, requires the item be reviewed by 
the institution. 

  
  
Sample Requests 
 
 URI: 

GET …/REST/SETTINGS/BUSINESSRULES/ 
 

 JSON: 
{“action”:” UPDATEACCOUNTDATA”, 
"session”:”75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"account":"2020”, ”maxamountperdeposit”:”300000”,  
“maxtotalamountperday”:”1000000”, “maxtotalitemsperday”:”10”, 
“maxtotal30dayperiod”:”9000000”, “activeuser”:”true”, 
“premiumaccount”:”false”,  “needmanualreview”:”false”} 

 
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 
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controlid The institution identifier.  Required for all check deposits. 
account Account of the customer. 
error The text of the error message. 
  
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,“controlid”:"CUA123", ”account”:"2020-0-0"} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":false,"error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 

GETACCOUNTDATA 

 
The GETACCOUNTDATA action retrieves the settings for a specific account.  JSON 
parameters for GETACCOUNTDATA requests can include: 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier. 
account Account of the customer. 
  
  
Sample Requests 
 
 URI: 

GET …/Rest/SETTINGS/BUSINESSRULES 
 
JSON: 
{"session”:”75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3”,  
“action”:”GETACCOUNTDATA”,"controlid":"CUA123","account":"2020”} 

  
 
Response Parameters: 
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Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

account Account of the customer. 
maxamountperdeposit The maximum amount per deposit. 
maxamountperday The maximum total amount in any given day. 
maxtotalitemsperday The maximum total items in a given day. 
maxtotal30dayperiod The maximum total amount in a 30 period. 
activeuser This is an active user, so they can accept deposits. 

premiumaccount This is a premium account, so the certain checks are not 
processed. 

needsmanualreview Needs manual review, requires the item be reviewed by 
the institution. 

error The text of the error message. 
 
 
Sample Responses: 
  

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,“account”:"2020-0-0", ”maxamountperdeposit”:”300000”, 
”maxamountperday”:”1000000”, ”maxtotalitemsperday”:”10”, 
”maxtotal30dayperiod”:”9000000”, ”activeuser”:”true”, ”premiumaccount”:”false”, 
”needsmanualreview”:”false”} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":false, "error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
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/USER_AGREEMENTS 
The USER_AGREEMENTS resource manages the text and version data for disclosures 
and agreements, and the historical data of users’ acceptance of those agreements. 

 

End Points: 

/USER_AGREEMENTS/  

Supported Methods: 
  
POST – Supports various actions as described below 
 

Actions:  

Supported Actions: CREATEAGREEMENTTEXT, GETAGREEMENTTEXT, 
GETUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS, UPDATEUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS, 
GETUSERAGREEMENTHISTORY 
 
 

CREATEAGREEMENTTEXT 

  
The CREATEAGREEMENTTEXT action will save the specified version number, date, and 
text of an agreement.  A name for the agreement must also be specified.  JSON 
parameters for CREATEAGREEMENTTEXT requests include: 
 
 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

action CREATEAGREEMENTTEXT 
session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier.   

agreementname Name of the agreement – should be consistent for all 
versions and dates. 
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agreementversion Version of the agreement, e.g., 1.2.0.1. 

agreementversiondate 
The date the agreement became the current version in 
format mm/dd/yyyy.  Optional.  If not specified, will use 
the current date/time. 

agreementtext The text of the agreement, hex-pairs encoded. 
  
  
Sample Request 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/USER_AGREEMENTS/ 
 

 JSON: 
{“action”:” CREATEAGREEMENTTEXT”, 
"session”:”75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"agreementname":"RDC User Agreement”, ”agreementversion”:”1.0.0.0”,  
“agreementversiondate”:”2016-05-10”, “agreementtext”:”ABCDEF0123456789”} 

 
 
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

error The text of the error message. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":false,"error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
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GETUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS 

  
The GETUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS action will return the versiontext of an agreement by 
version number or date.  The agreement name must be specified.  If no version or date 
is specified, the text of the most recent version will be returned. If both are specified, 
only the version number is used.  The version number is also returned.  JSON 
parameters for GETUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS requests include: 
 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

action GETUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS 
session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier. 

agreementname Name of the agreement – should be consistent for all 
versions and dates. 

account The customer account number. 
  
  
Sample Request: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/USER_AGREEMENTS/ 
 

 JSON: 
{“action”:” GETUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS”, 
"session”:”75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"account":"2020-0-0”} 

 
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

error Error message text, only returned if result is false. 
agreementversion The version of the agreement being returned. 
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agreementaccepteddate The date/time the agreement was accepted by the 
customer. 

needsnewagreement “True” if no agreement on file, or the agreement version 
accepted by the customer is not the most recent 
version. 

  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,“controlid”:"CUA123", ”agreementversion”:"1.0.0.0", 
”agreementaccepteddate”:”05/01/2016”,”needsnewagreement”:false} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":false,"error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 

GETAGREEMENTTEXT 

  
The GETAGREEMENTTEXT action will return the text of an agreement by version 
number or date.  The agreement name must be specified.  If no version or date is 
specified, the text of the most recent version will be returned. If both are specified, only 
the version number is used.  The version number is also returned.  JSON parameters 
for GETAGREEMENTTEXT requests include: 
 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

action GETAGREEMENTTEXT 
session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier.   

agreementname Name of the agreement – should be consistent for all 
versions and dates. 

agreementversion Version of the agreement, e.g., 1.2.0.1.  (Optional) 

agreementversiondate The date the agreement became the current version. Only 
used if no version number is specified.  (Optional) 
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Sample Request: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/USER_AGREEMENTS/ 
 

 JSON: 
{“action”:”GETAGREEMENTTEXT”, 
"session”:”75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"agreementname":"RDC User Agreement”} 

 
 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

error The text of the error message. 
agreementversion The version of the agreement being returned. 
agreementtext The text of the agreement.  Hex encoded. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,”agreementversion”:"1.0.0.0", 
”agreementtext”:” 4920756e6465727374616e64206e6f7468696e672e20 
204920616772656520746f2065766572797468696e672e”} 

   
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":false,"error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
 
 
 

UPDATEUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS 

  
The UPDATEUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS action will set the date/time and version of an 
agreement that the customer has accepted.  JSON parameters for 
UPDATEUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS requests include: 
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Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

action UPDATEUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS 
session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier.   
account The customer account. 

agreementname Name of the agreement – should be consistent for all 
versions and dates. 

agreementversion The version of the agreement accepted. 

agreementaccepteddate  The date/time when the customer accepted the 
agreement. 

  
  
Sample Request 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/USER_AGREEMENTS/ 
 

 JSON: 
{"action":"UPDATEUSERAGREEMENTSTATUS","agreementname":"RDC","session"
:"11DD991FFC7B43B9BB7E47D7752E4585","account":"2020-0-0", 
"controlid":"Reed","agreementversion":"1.0.0.0", 
"agreementaccepteddate":"05/21/2016"} 

 
Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful 

error The text of the error message. 
  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
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  {"result":true} 
   

Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 
{"result":false,"error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 

 
 
 

GETUSERAGREEMENTHISTORY 

  
The GETUSERAGREEMENTHISTORY action will return a list of agreements accepted by 
a specified customer.  If the agreement name, is specified, then the list includes only 
agreements by that name.  JSON parameters for GETUSERAGREEMENTHISTORY 
requests include: 
 
 

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

action GETUSERAGREEMENTHISTORY 
session The 32 hex character ID of the current active session. 
controlid  The institution identifier. 

agreementname Name of the agreement – if included, used as a filter to 
limit the list contents. 

account The customer account number. 
  
  
Sample Request: 
 
 URI: 

POST …/REST/USER_AGREEMENTS/ 
 

 JSON: 
{“action”:” GETUSERAGREEMENTHISTORY”, 
"session”:”75E6FF973ADE49A795AEAF6961E228A3”, "controlid":"CUA123", 
"account":"2020-0-0”} 
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Response Parameters: 
  

Variable Name: 
  
Description: 
  

result Returns “true” if successful or “false” if unsuccessful. 

error Error message text, only returned if result is false. 
agreements An array of agreement records for the customer 

account.  Each row has name:value pairs, including 
agreementname, agreementversion, and 
agreementaccepteddate. 

  
 
Sample Responses: 
 

Sample successful response JSON: 
{"result":true,”agreements”:[{“agreementname”:“RDC User Agreement”, 
”agreementversion”:”1.0.0.0”,”agreementaccepteddate”:”05/01/2016”}, 
{“agreementname”:“RDC User Agreement”,”agreementversion”:”1.1.0.0”, 
”agreementaccepteddate”:”05/09/2016”}]} 

  
Sample unsuccessful response JSON: 

{"result":false,"error":”Internal server error.  Please try again later.”} 
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Appendix A: Building Encrypted Handoff 
Strings 
The handoff string is encrypted using a shared secret key, and successful decryption 
and verification of an unexpired timestamp constitutes authentication for the client 
request.  
 
The format of the TIMESTAMP is: dd = two-digit day, mm = two-digit month, yy = two-
digit year, hh = two-digit hour (24-hour clock), and nn = two-digit minute, all separated 
by the forward slash (“/”) character.  The allowable “window” of time the handoff is valid 
can be specified, as can any difference in time zone between the client and the server. 
 
Encryption Types can include DES or Triple DES with either ECE or CBC chaining, with 
or without the initialization vector included.  Padding is typically PK35S but can also be 
space or null padding.  Triple DES can use either 2-Key (32 hex characters) or 3-Key 
(48 hex characters) encryption.  
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Appendix B: Item Statuses 
The following are item statuses that can be returned to the customer’s device: 

• Accepted -  The check has passed the pre-screening process and been 
accepted.  It has been moved forward so that it can be built into an ICL file 
upload to the clearing house. 

• In Review -  The pre-screening process has found something that it cannot 
determine the proper action to be done on the check.  The check has been 
passed on to the institution for review. 

• Reject -  The pre-screening process has found a problem with the check and it 
has been rejected.  The client will need to re-submit the check. 
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